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Digital Money as we knew it

Full control of your money



Bitcoin enabled:

Ignore hype and speculation about how much money can be made/lost 
investing in Bitcoin/cryptocurrency…

Focus on the principle of removing centralised control on YOUR assets.
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1. Users can know 
that there has not 

been any 
manipulation of data



Blockchain as the “Truth” Machine

2. Users can know 
that there has not 

been any 
manipulation of 

algorithms
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But… Blockchain is going to consume all the energy!?
Proof of Work

Proof of Stake



https://ethereum.org/en/energy-consumption

Is YouTube going to kill the World?



https://ethereum.org/en/energy-consumption

Is YouTube going to kill the World? or Gold Mining, Netflix?



But… Blockchain is not compatible with privacy requirements!?
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But… Blockchain is not compatible with privacy requirements!?
● We do not use Blockchain to store confidential information
● There are different types of Blockchain / DLT, with differing:

○ Features / limitations (some focusing on abilities to remove data)
○ Energy costs
○ Levels of de/centralisation
○ …
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Applications: Credentials
You go to lectures, study and sit for your exams.

You graduate (and celebrate).

And land your first job.
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Applications: Verifiable Credentials
● Wouldn’t it be great if there were a way to provide a tamper-proof system 

that could be used to verify credentials?
● Which also gives citizens ownership of their credentials…

○ Web 3.0 using blockchain can support this
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You climb the ladder of success.

War breaks out in your country.

You need to leave.
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Applications: Certificates on the Blockchain

You settle in a new land and make it your home.

You go for an interview.

They ask for your certificate.
But it was lost in the war, and the registry no 
longer exists.
So you cannot get a job in your profession.



Applications: Verifiable Credentials
● Wouldn’t it be great if there were a way to provide a tamper-proof system 

that could be used to verify credentials?
● Which also gives citizens ownership of their credentials…

● and is resilient to geopolitics and crises?



Whilst “complete” decentralisation is great, should EU matters and services be 
dependent on the world’s majority?

The EU should remain sovereign over its jurisdiction - with all countries being 
equal, working together…

Enter, EBSI.

Which Blockchain?
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Applications…
● Notarisation of documents
● Land Registries
● IP Protection
● Procurement
● Digital Identity
● Protection of EU Products  (against counterfeit)
● CBDCs
● And in any public sector process where corruption needs to be managed
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